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ABSTRACT 
 
Thermal and Stress Analysis of X-57 Maxwell 
 
By 
 
Bhumika Nautiyal, Master of Science 
Utah State University, 2018 
 
Major Professor: Dr. Nicholas A. Roberts 
Department: Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering 
 
Air travel has long been an established way of life for millions around the world, but 
innovation continues to push the boundaries of what is possible in the skies. While aviation 
has made it easy to travel long distances, the need to lower emissions from flights is pressing. 
The European Commission has described aviation as “one of the fastest-growing sources of 
greenhouse gas emissions.” 
Airplanes release around 500 million tons of carbon dioxide into the atmosphere each 
year, representing a significant contribution to global warming. The very concept of a fossil-
fuel-powered airplane needs to evolve to fully mitigate the impacts on the environment and 
prevent the worst effects of climate change. Electric flight replaces petrochemical 
consumption with cleaner, battery-powered electricity. 
The problem is, batteries simply do not offer power-to-weight ratio or cost needed to 
be feasible and will not for some time. The technological advancements that allowed Tesla 
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to squeeze 335 miles from the Model S and Chevrolet to get 200 out of a Bolt are not enough 
to power anything more than the smallest aircraft for the shortest distance. 
For electric flight to really take off and become mainstream in both commercial and 
recreational markets, it needs better batteries. Other industries have replaced traditional 
lead-acid batteries with lithium-ion batteries, which now power most of our laptops, phones, 
and electric cars. But to be aviation compatible, the next generation of batteries needs to 
deliver a whopping amount of power while being simultaneously smaller, safer, and lighter 
than lithium-ion ones. One of the major drawbacks of lithium ion batteries is the chance for 
thermal runaway to occur. Therefore, the type of material for cathode, anode, and electrolyte 
is necessary to be determined and tested prior to usage to know the limit temperatures and 
power output at which lithium ion cells or their components can exhibit a highly exothermic 
reaction. Also, aviation vehicles experience cyclic mechanical loads during operation, which 
may include; acceleration, deceleration, shock, vibration and in worst case scenario, 
collision. Most of these events are not severe and do not have an instantaneous effect on the 
battery. However, it is unclear if there is a cumulative effect over time. This cumulative effect 
may have a significant impact on performance and safety of the battery. The collective effect 
of these types of mechanical events is not well characterized and there exists a gap in 
knowledge. This is due to the difficulty in replicating real world conditions in the laboratory. 
This project is directed towards analyzing thermal and structural behavior of NASA’s 
X-57 Maxwell battery pack, which will be the first all-electric X-plane and will be flown to 
validate and demonstrate the benefits that distributed electric propulsion may yield for the 
future of aviation. 
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Highlights: 
• The maximum temperature in thermal normal analysis for 160 cells and 320 cells was 
42.12318C and 41.59507C respectively. 
• The trigger cell temperature was 582.59C compared to 210C which is a typical 
temperature for NMC under thermal runaway. 
• Maximum stress recorded was 446.41MPa for a gravity load of -18G in Y-direction 
with a margin of 0.69. 
• The suggested material for the battery pack was Aluminum 7068-T6 with a UTS 0f 
710MPa and yield strength of 683MPa. 
• In the frequency analysis, maximum mass fraction involved is 99.8% in R1 direction. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Lithium-ion batteries are well suited for fully electric and hybrid electric vehicles due 
to their high specific energy, which is the energy per unit mass and energy density, amount 
of energy stored in a given system or region of space per unit volume, relative to other 
rechargeable cell chemistries. However, these batteries have not been widely deployed 
commercially in these vehicles yet due to safety, cost, and poor low temperature 
performance, which are all challenges related to battery thermal management. 
Electric and hybrid electric vehicles (EV and HEV) may present the best near-term 
solution for the transportation sector to reduce our dependence on petroleum and to reduce 
emissions of greenhouse gases and criteria pollutants. Rechargeable lithium-ion batteries 
are well suited for these vehicles because they have, among other things, high specific energy 
and energy density relative to other cell chemistries. For example, practical nickel–metal 
hydride (NiMH) batteries, which have dominated the HEV market, have a nominal specific 
energy and energy density of 75Wh∕kg and 240Wh∕L, respectively. In contrast, lithium-ion 
batteries can achieve 150Wh∕kg and 400Wh∕L [1], i.e., nearly two times the specific energy 
and energy density. 
Whereas lithium-ion batteries are rapidly displacing NiMH and nickel–cadmium 
secondary batteries for portable and hand-held devices, they have not yet been widely 
introduced in automotive products. The main barriers to the deployment of large fleets of 
vehicles on public roads equipped with lithium-ion batteries continue to be safety, cost 
(related to cycle and calendar life), and low temperature performance [2]—all challenges 
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that are coupled to thermal effects in the battery. Since the recent introduction of HEV fleets, 
the industry trend is toward larger batteries required for plug-in hybrids, extended-range 
hybrids, and all-electric vehicles. These larger battery designs impose greater pressure to 
lower costs and improve safety. 
1.1 Thermal runaway 
Thermal runaway occurs in batteries when elevated temperatures trigger heat-
generating exothermic reactions, raising the temperature further and potentially triggering 
more deleterious reactions. Thus, the battery internal temperature increases rapidly if heat 
is not dissipated effectively. Many researchers have studied the thermal stability of lithium-
ion batteries and associated components. Spotnitz and Franklin [3] have reviewed the 
possible exothermic reactions inside the battery. The SEI film contains both stable and 
metastable components, of which the latter decompose exothermically when the 
temperature rises to values between 90 and 120°C. The SEI normally protects the lithiated 
carbon from further reaction with the organic electrolyte. Thus, when exposed without a 
complete SEI, the negative electrode material begins to react exothermically with the solvent 
at temperatures near 100°C, with the reaction peaking near 200°C (although this reaction 
may be complicated due to the presence of the salt, typically LiPF6). Fluorinated binders can 
also react with the lithiated carbon, but this usually does not occur because the reaction 
between the negative electrode and the electrolyte occurs first, depleting the available 
lithium. The positive electrode can also either directly react with the electrolyte or give off 
oxygen that reacts with the electrolyte. This reaction is highly exothermic, but typically does 
not occur until high cell temperatures are reached (∼180°C, [4]). However, the positive 
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electrode material LiFePO4 has been shown to exhibit thermal stability superior to that of 
other electrode materials due to a smaller exothermic heat release [5]. 
 
In addition, the temperature that triggers thermal runaway can vary with the SOC. 
For example, Al Hallaj et al [6] experimentally studied thermal runaway inside a 1.35Ah 
cylindrical Sony battery with a LiCoO2positive electrode. In their calorimeter, they slowly 
heated the battery in 5°C increments and monitored the temperature of the battery during 
rest periods to identify the temperature for the onset of thermal runaway. The battery was 
not connected to any electrical loads, and they conducted tests at several open circuit 
potentials (OCP): 2.8, 3.0, and 4.06V. They showed that as the OCP increased, the onset of 
thermal runaway happened at lower temperatures: 144°C at 2.8V, 109°C at 3.0V, 
and 104°C at 4.06V. Once the batteries began to self-heat, the OCP plummeted, suggesting an 
internal short circuit. They point out that the melting temperature of the polyethylene 
separator (145–150°C) is near the onset of thermal runaway. 
 
Numerical investigations have also provided insights into how a battery design may 
affect the onset of thermal runaway. Verbrugge [7] presented a three-dimensional (3D) 
thermal model of a solid lithium/polymer electrolyte/vanadium oxide prismatic battery 
pack. In this model, he assumed that the local current flow can be calculated using the 
following relationship for the electrolyte ionic conductivity 
 
    ix = σx (Vstack/L−NU)                 (1) 
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The electrical conductivity of the cell (σx) followed an Arrhenius relationship, which 
shows that the conductivity of the electrolyte increased with temperature, causing more 
current to pass through the hotter sections of the battery. This generates more ohmic heat 
in hotter regions, thus increasing the temperature and allowing even more current to be 
directed to it. For example, the locations inside the center of the cell were more 
than 20°C higher than at the cooled edges. This resulted in a doubling of the current passing 
through the center cells versus the surface cells (∼30 vs ∼15mA/cm2). Verbrugge stated 
that this positive feedback has the potential to lead to thermal runaway and must be 
monitored. 
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2. METHODS 
2.1   Thermal Analysis 
2.1.1 Battery Structure 
 
The basic structure of a battery consists of five major components as shown in Figure 
1 [16]. There are electrodes (anode and cathode), a separator that prevents electron flow 
between the electrodes, a current collector outside of each electrode, and a case or enclosure. 
Electrons enter and leave the current collectors via current collector tabs, which connects 
the battery to the external circuit that contains the load to be powered or the source for 
battery charging.  
 
 
Figure 1[16]: Battery basic structure 
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2.1.2 Electrochemistry 
The Lithium-ion battery tested in this paper is Lithium Nickel Manganese Cobalt 
Oxide (LiNiMnCoO2 or NMC). This is one of the most successful Li-ion systems optimized for 
specific power, has a capacity of only about 2,000mAh but delivers a continuous discharge 
current of 20A. Figure 2 [15] demonstrates the characteristics of the NMC.  
 
 
Figure 2[15]: Characteristics of NMC 
During charge or discharge, the reactions occurring in the two electrodes for 
discharging can be written as in equation (2) & (3). Equation (4) shows a redox reaction. 
Here positive electrode is NMC and negative electrode is graphite. 
                 
  Li1-xMO2 + xLi+ + xe-                                             LiMO2   (2) 
 
  LixCn                                         nC + xLi+ + xe-     (3) 
 
  Li1-xMO2 + LixCn                                             LiMO2 + nC   (4) 
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During the Lithium-ion battery discharge, Lithium ions are released from the anode 
and travel through electrolyte toward cathode. When Lithium ions reach cathode, they are 
quickly incorporated into the cathode material. 
 
2.1.3 Heat Generation inside a Battery 
It is important to understand how heat is generated inside a battery. Heat is produced 
in batteries from two sources- electrochemical operation and Joule heating [13-15]. Heat 
generation formula is given by equation (5).  
     Q = I2Rint + IT (dU/dT)    (5) 
where, the first term is the heat generation due to Joule heating (I-battery operating current, 
Rint-Internal resistance) and the second term is due to entropy changes (T-temperature, U-
Internal Energy usually taken at OCV). 
 
2.1.4 Modelling 
 
To derive the model, it relies heavily on the fundamental of heat transfer. Deriving 
model for heat transfer is inherently challenging due to the complexity of battery chemistry 
and composition. The main properties of NMC can be found in Table 1 [15] on the next page. 
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Table 1: Characteristics of Lithium Nickel Manganese Cobalt Oxide (NMC) 
Voltages 3.60V, 3.70V nominal; typical operating 
range 3.0-4.2V/cell, or higher 
Specific Energy (Capacity) 150-220Wh/Kg 
Charge (C-rate) 0.7-1C, charges to 4.20V, some go to 4.30V; 
3h charge typical. Charge current above 1C 
shortens battery life 
Discharge (C-rate) 1C; 2C possible on some cells; 2.50V cut-
off 
Cycle Life 1000-2000 (related to depth of discharge 
and temperature) 
Thermal Runaway 210°C (410°F) typical. High charge 
promotes thermal runaway 
 
The simulation work for this study was done based on NASA X-57 Maxwell battery’s 
pack. The battery pack comprises of 16 modules. Two cell holders contained 8 modules each 
comprising of 20 cells in each module. As such, there were a total of 320 cells. 
 
2.1.5 Simulation 
To perform thermal analysis, a 20-cell module was extracted with the help of 
SolidWorks, reducing the complexity of the assembly. Then, the module was imported in Star 
CCM+. To ease the process, similar parts on the model were grouped together. The block 
along with 20-cells was meshed with tetrahedral solid elements. Both thermal normal and 
thermal runaway analysis were performed on a 20-cell module and later the conditions were 
mimicked for a 160-cell and 320-cell module. Figure 3-7 show different boundaries which 
were made on the 20-cell module. Different conditions were applied on these boundaries to 
get different results. 
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Figure 3: Module boundary 
 
 
Figure 4: Cylinder top 
 
 
Figure 5: Fins for airflow 
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Figure 6: Holes in block for airflow 
 
 
Figure 7: Screw area in cylinder block 
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2.1.6 Physical properties 
Cylinder block was made up of aluminum 6061, properties for cells are referenced 
from Sony US-18650 Lithium-ion battery, layer of mica is used around each cell, and gap-pad 
material is used between cells and the block. When considering the properties of Lithium-
ion cell, components like positive electrode, negative electrode, separator and electrolyte are 
considered [11]. Table 2 shows the model parameters used in the simulation. 
 
Table 2: Model parameters 
Material Aluminum [10] Lithium ion [11] Mica [12] Gap-pad 
material** 
Model Type Solid  Solid Solid Solid 
Density 
(Constant), 
Kg/m3 
2720 2680 2820 1600 
Specific Heat 
(Constant), 
J/Kg-K 
903 1280 500 1000 
Thermal 
Conductivity, 
W/m-K 
237 Anisotropic* 0.0019259
5 
0.8 
Minimum T, K, 
allowable 
100 100 100 100 
Maximum T, K, 
allowable 
              5000 5000 5000 5000 
Initial 
Condition, K 
(Static T) 
283.14 283.14 283.14 283.14 
*Axial K = 28.05, Cross K = 3.40, at OCV (Open Circuit Voltage) = 3.75 V 
**Gap Pad material properties were provided by Electric Power Systems  
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The diameter and height of cell were 18.33 mm and 64.85 mm respectively, which 
gives a volume of 17112.946 cubic mm. with the help of equation (5) and volume, volumetric 
heat generation was calculated. Table 3 below shows the NASA flight profile and the energy 
and volumetric heat generation. 
Table 3: Energy and volumetric heat generation 
Note: Digits after decimal are rounded off to nearest tenth. 
 
2.1.7 Interfaces 
To properly transfer the properties across the model, two interfaces were made 
which are shown on the next page in table 4. First, between cylinder bottom and block and 
second, between cylinder curvature and block curvature. These interfaces were made to 
accommodate gap-pad material between cylinder bottom and block and mica sheet between 
cylinder and block curvatures.  
Time, s Energy, KJ Volumetric Heat Generation, 
KW/m3 
1 16.2 3195 
601 0 80 
721 188.9 94759 
751 0 81 
781 0 81 
811 188.9 94360 
821 188.9 97218 
911 188.9 111924 
1451 142.1 73142 
1751 94.5 40474 
2201 0 87 
2381 188.9 134374 
2471 142.1 85558 
2561 0 86 
2741 23.4 6596 
2801 16.2 4231 
3401 0 0 
13 
 
Table 4: Interface parameters 
Interface Contact 
Resistance 
(m^2K/W) 
Intersection 
(mm) 
Periodicity 
Cylinder bottom 
and block 
9.525E-04 0.05 - 
Cylinder 
curvature and 
block curvature 
5.679E-03 0.05 Periodic – 
Rotational+Translational 
 
 Table 5-6 show the different parameters used during the simulation including 
variable air temperature and variable heat transfer coefficient. Table 7 on the next page 
shows the full NASA flight profile along with activities. Activities like Taxi to NASA and 
Chilling in Hangar are not considered during simulation. 
 
Table 5: Variable air temperature with time for full NASA flight profile 
Time, s Temperature, K 
1 313 
911 313 
1451 292 
1751 292 
2201 313 
3400 313 
 
Table 6: Variable convection coefficient with time 
Time, s Convection Coefficient, W/m2K 
1 5 
1501 30 
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Table 7: Full NASA flight profile 
Time Interval, s Activity 
0-552 Taxi from NASA 
553-693 To Checklist 
694-722 Cruise Runup 
723-757 HLP Runup 
758-792 Flight go/no-go 
793-803 Ground Roll 
804-888 Climb to 1500 feet 
889-1389 Cruise Climb 
1390-1666 Cruise 
1667-2082 Descent to 1500 feet 
2083-2289 Final Approach 
2290-2374 Go Around to 1500 feet 
2375-2458 Approach Pattern 
2459-2668 Final Approach 
2669-2725 Rollout & Turnoff 
2726-3283 Taxi to NASA 
3284-7341 Chilling in Hangar 
  
 
Figure 8-9 on the next page show the discharge profile for X-57 at charge of 0.2A and 
1A respectively at 4.15V. These figures were provided by Electric Power Systems and 
ESAERO. Table 8 shows the different parameter readings for two discharge tests. The only 
difference in two diagrams is the time of flight for which maximum power is produced. 
  Table 8: Parameters for discharge tests  
Parameter/Test Charge at 0.2 A Charge at 1 A 
Max Voltage, V 529.6 529.7 
Max Current, A 292.9 292.5 
Max Power, kW 120.7 120.7 
Max T, K 43.1 43.1 
Min T, K 28.9 28.9 
Delta T, K 14.2 14.2 
   Note: Digits after decimal are rounded off to nearest tenth.    
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Figure 8: X-57 profile discharge test for charge at 0.2A, courtesy of EPS and ESAERO 
 
 
Figure 9: X-57 profile discharge test for charge at 1A, courtesy of EPS and ESAERO 
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2.2   Stress Analysis 
2.2.1 Geometry and Meshing 
The battery module assembly was modeled as four separate components, the cell 
holders, the module mounting brackets, the supporting outer panel and all the internal 
equipment such as cells and the plates as two mass elements attached to the module on 
either side at the center of gravity. All four of the components were combined in a single FEA 
model and analyzed using the provided load cases. Using Solid works, the cells were removed 
from the structure to make the design less complicated  
To create the FEA model of the module, a geometry check was done to remove any 
slivers, curves or lines not really used in the modelling.  Figure 10 shows the final model of 
the battery module. Figure 11 on next page shows the model with cells exposed. 
 
 
Figure 10: Trimetric view of the final model of battery module 
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Figure 11: Battery module with cells exposed 
 
After the solid model of the module was done, it was meshed with solid tetrahedral 
elements. Mounting brackets not being too thin and to save the work of inter-elemental 
meshing, solid elements were chosen for the entire structure rather than plate elements 
except for the mass elements. Initial automatic meshing was done with an element size of 
0.02, which would result in mesh failure. Therefore, an element size of 0.004 was taken to 
mesh the module. The solid mesh of the module consisted of 685074 elements and 207897 
nodes. Table 9 on the next page shows the material property used in the meshing [9]. 
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Table 9: Material properties for Aluminum 6061-T6 
Property Value 
Youngs Modulus, E 68.9 GPa 
Shear Modulus, G 26 GPa 
Poisson’s Ratio, nu 0.3 
Tension (Limit Stress) 310 MPa 
Compression (Limit Stress) 310 MPa 
Shear (Limit Stress) 207 MPa 
Mass Density 2700 kg/m3 
 
Figure 12 and figure 13 on the next page show the top and trimetric view of the model 
meshed with solid tetrahedral elements respectively. Figure 14 on page 19 shows a zoomed 
view of the mesh around the holes on the mounting bracket.  
 
Figure 12: Top view of the model meshed with tetrahedral solid elements 
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Figure 13: Trimetric view of the meshed model 
 
 
Figure 14: Mesh around the bolt attachment on the mounting panel 
 
 An additional node (Independent) was created at the center of gravity to attach a 
mass element representing cells and an RBE2 element was used to connect the mass element 
to the structure. The dependent nodes were located on the cell holders. The purpose of 
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taking an RBE2 was to add some stiffness provided by the cells. Also, RBE2 restricts relative 
displacement between dependent nodes. One of the assumptions taken was cells were not 
deformable. Figure 15 represents the RBE2 element. The total weight of the complete FEA 
assembly was 22.9 kilograms. 
 
 
 
Figure 15: RBE2 Rigid element (Shown in Red), connecting the mass element representing 
cells at the center of gravity of the module to the structure 
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2.2.2 Constraints and Loads 
To constrain the model, the bolt attachment location at the bottom of the mounting 
brackets were fixed as shown in figure 16. They were fixed only at the nodes that would 
typically be under the four head screws.  
 
 
Figure 16: Fixed constraints around the bolt attachment 
 
Finally, the loads were applied using three simultaneous loads in each of the three 
directions for Normal and Crash scenario. Shown in Table 10 are the load cases for Normal 
Flight and on page 22 in table 11 are the load cases for the Crash. 
Table 10: Load cases for normal flight 
Case/Component 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Nx 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Ny 0 0 1.33g -1.33g 1.33g 1.33g 
Nz 3.4g -1.4g 0 0 3.4g -1.4g 
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Table 11: Load cases for crash scenario 
Case/Component 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Nx 0 0 0 0 0 0 -18g 
Ny 0 0 4.5g 4.5g 4.5g -18g 0 
Nz 3g -6g 0 3g -6g 0 0 
 
 
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
3.1 Thermal Normal: 
 
Figure 17 shows the volumetric heat generation for full NASA Flight profile. 
This was calculated using equation (5).  
 
 
Figure 17: Volumetric heat generation for one-hour NASA flight profile 
 
In figure 18 on the next page, it was observed that the maximum temperatures for 
both the 160-cell module and 320-cell module was very close, 42.1C and 41.6 respectively.  
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Figure 18: Temperature profile for full NASA flight 
 
Figure 19 on page 24 shows the temperature profile for 160-cell module. In this case, 
the initial temperature of the module was kept at 10C and the outside air initial temperature 
was taken as 40C with a convection coefficient of 5 W/m2K. Figure 20 on the next page shows 
a 320-cell module with similar conditions. The main reason for performing this simulation 
was to account for any difference the number of cells might make. A difference in the time 
for which simulation was run can be seen in the plot for 320-cell module. Since maximum 
temperature was already obtained, there was no point in continuing the simulation. 
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Figure 19: Temperature Vs Time, Thermal Normal, Initial Temperature=10C, 
 Air Initial temperature=40C, h=5, 160 cell, Tmax=42.1C 
 
 
Figure 20: Temperature Vs Time, Thermal Normal, Initial Temperature=10C,  
Air Initial temperature=40C, h=5, 320 cell, Tmax=41.6 
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Figure 21 shows temperature profile for full flight with an initial module temperature 
of 10C but this time the outside air temperature and the convection coefficient are kept 
variable with time. This was done to take real conditions into account. As it turned out, the 
maximum temperature was almost around 60C, more than what was in fixed conditions. 
 
 
Figure 21: Maximum cell temperature for full NASA flight profile, Initial temperature=10C, 
variable air temperature, variable convection coefficient 
 
3.2 Thermal Runaway 
  Heat generation in the trigger cell was around 300MW/m3, which was very high as 
compared to the adjacent cells. Figure 22-24 show trigger cell and the effects of it on the 
cylinder block sides and the fins. It seemed that the temperature in adjacent cells and the 
block was very low which meant that the mica sheet and the gap pad material worked well.  
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Figure 22: Trigger Cell 
 
 
Figure 23: Fin side with trigger cell 
 
 
Figure 24: Cell Holder side with trigger cell 
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Figure 25 shows temperature profile for thermal runaway. The trigger temperature 
was 582.6C which was close to three times the thermal runaway temperature for a normal 
NMC. 
 
 
Figure 25: Temperature vs time, Thermal Runaway, 
 Trigger temperature=582.6C 
 
Figure 26 illustrates the trigger cell temperature profile compared to the entire 
module.  
 
 
Figure 26: Illustrating the trigger cell temperature profile with respect to entire module 
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3.3 Stress Analysis 
3.3.1 Linear Static Analysis 
As seen in figure 27 & figure 28, maximum stresses are around the mounting holes 
located on the mounting brackets.  
 
 
Figure 27: Maximum stress region near holes on the mounting brackets 
 
 
Figure 28: Maximum stress region zoomed 
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Table 12 summarizes all the crash cases with nodal stresses and margin of safety for 
respective cases. The ultimate tensile stress for aluminum 6061-T6 is 310MPa. The margin 
of safety was calculated using equation (6). 
Margin of Safety = UTS/Nodal Stress    (6) 
  
Table 12: Crash case nodal stresses and margin of safety 
Crash Case  Nodal Stress (MPa) Margin 
-18G in Y 446.4 0.7 
-18G in X 383.9 0.8 
4.5G in Y & 6G in Z 180.3 1.7 
4.5G in Y & -3G in Z 145.8 2.1 
4.5G in Y 111.6 2.8 
6G in Z 68.8 4.5 
-3G in Z 34.4 9.0 
Note: Digits after decimal are rounded off to nearest tenth. 
Similarly, table 13 on the next page summarizes all the normal cases with nodal 
stresses and margin of safety. The yield stress for aluminum 6061-T6 is 276MPa. The margin 
of safety was calculated using equation (7). 
Margin of safety = (Yield Stress/2.25)/Nodal Stress  (7) 
 
Table 13: Normal case nodal stresses and margin of safety 
Normal Case  Nodal Stress (MPa) Margin 
1.33G in Y & 1.4G in Z 49.0 2.5 
1.33G in Y & -3.4G in Z 71.9 1.7 
1.4G in Z 16.1 7.6 
-3.4G in Z 38.9 3.2 
1.33G in Y 32.9 3.7 
-1.33G in Y 32.9 3.7 
Note: Digits after decimal are rounded off to nearest tenth. 
As can be seen in table 12 and table 13, there are some cases for which margins are 
marked in red. The expected margins were 2 or above. 7000 series are alloyed with zinc and 
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can be precipitation hardened to the highest strengths for any aluminum alloy. Therefore, 
Aluminum 7068-T6 was chosen as the possible best material. The ultimate tensile strength 
and yield strength for aluminum 7068-T6 are 710MPa and 683MPa respectively.  The new 
margins are calculated in table 14. 
Table 14: Modified margin of safety, suggested material is Aluminum 7068-T6 
Crash Nodal Stress (MPa) Margin 
-18G in Y 446.4 1.6 
-18G in X 383.9 1.9 
4.5G in Y & 6G in Z 180.3 3.9 
4.5G in Y & -3G in Z 145.8 4.9 
4.5G in Y 111.6 6.4 
6G in Z 68.8 10.3 
-3G in Z 34.4 20.6 
Normal Nodal Stress (MPa) Margin 
1.33G in Y & 1.4G in Z 49.0 6.2 
1.33G in Y & -3.4G in Z 71.9 4.2 
1.4G in Z 16.1 18.9 
-3.4G in Z 38.9 7.8 
1.33G in Y 32.9 9.2 
-1.33G in Y 32.9 9.2 
Note: Digits after decimal are rounded off to nearest tenth. 
 
 
3.3.2 Normal Mode-Eigen Value Analysis 
 Out of the 20 modes extracted, first 3 modes would have the maximum effect on the 
structure since the mass participation fractions for these modes in 6 directions (3 
translational and 3 rotational) were more than 60%, which suggests that most of the 
structure would participate if the structure acquired that frequency. Table 15 on the next 
page shows critical modes with respective mass fractions. Figures 29 through 34 show the 
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critical modes along with frequencies. If the structure is vibrated at those frequencies, it 
might result in resonance. 
 
Table 15: Critical modes with associated mass fraction 
Direction T1 T2 T3 R1 R2 R3 
Mode  2  1  3  1  3  1 
Frequency 
Hz 
68.7 59.6 152.0 59.6 152.0 59.6 
Mass 
Fraction 
0.7 0.7 0.9 0.9 0.8 0.7 
Note: Digits after decimal are rounded off to nearest tenth. 
 
 
Figure 29: Mass fraction vs frequency for translation in X 
 
 
Figure 30: Mass fraction vs frequency for translation in Y 
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Figure 31: Mass fraction vs frequency for translation in Z 
 
Figure 32: Mass fraction vs frequency for rotation around X axis 
 
 
Figure 33: Mass fraction vs frequency for rotation around Y axis 
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Figure 34: Mass fraction vs frequency for rotation around Z axis 
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4. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
 
The main objectives of the analysis performed in this work were to know the thermal 
and structural behavior of the battery module under different conditions including the 
variable volumetric heat generation, effects of cell going under thermal runaway, various 
gravity loads and the frequencies which involved the maximum mass fraction of the 
structure. It was seen that for thermal normal, using variable air temperature and variable 
heat transfer coefficient during the full flight profile, temperatures were under control and 
were not very high. For thermal runaway, the maximum temperature reached was 582.59C 
for the trigger cell, but the adjacent cells and cell holder including fins were not affected 
much because of good insulation around and below the cells. On top of this, the amount of 
gases produced in thermal dissociation of cathode, anode and electrolyte could be calculated 
and the relative pressure they put on the interior of the module, which was beyond the scope 
of this work 
As for the stress analysis, maximum stress was found near the mounting holes. Some 
of the load conditions turned out having a low margin of safety which required a selection of 
new material with higher ultimate tensile strength and yield strength. Therefore, aluminum 
7068-T6 was suggested and an increase in margin was noticed. These results are over-
predicting a little since fixing the structure is not a real condition. Another case can be 
simulated where the structure is attached to another rigid wall. To further the research in 
this, stress singularity can be checked by refining the mesh near mounting holes. If the 
singularity exists, a change in thickness of the mounting bracket or the design is 
recommended. For further comparison, mid-surfacing can be done on the entire structure 
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except for brackets and entire module can be meshed with plate elements to be compared 
with solid elements.  
Frequency analysis resulted in four main frequencies which were associated with 
different directions and had the maximum mass fraction involved. Therefore, it was 
advisable to take caution while vibrating the structure at those frequencies since it could go 
in resonance.   
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